
Age spots (lentigo sentilis) are common skin lesions

occurring at the sun-exposed skin area of individuals

in their fourth or fifth decade of life.  The onset of age

spots does not depend on gender or skin type, but is

strongly associated with exposure to solar radiation

and age.  Age spots appear first as yellow to light

brown, round or oval, 2 - 4mm spots.  Their number

and size gradually increase and they can eventually

merge into larger formations. 

Histological skin studies have revealed that age

spots have a hyperpigmented basal layer with

protrusions deep into the dermis.  These protrusions –

so called papillae, are formed by keratinocytes with

pigment cells (melanocytes) which grow downwards

from the basal membrane into the dermis.  Finally, they

form bud-shaped microinvaginations.  It is assumed

that these cell modifications can develop due to a

perturbation of the dermal-epidermal junction. 

Two types of pigments contribute to the colour of

the age spots: melanin and lipofuscin.  Two key

factors are involved in pigment formation: UV

radiation and ageing.  UV radiation accelerates the

production of melanin by activating the tyrosinase,

the key enzyme for melanin synthesis.  By the

process of cell ageing, highly oxidised cross-linked

proteins, known as lipofuscin, are accumulated. The

accumulation is normally prevented by the

proteasomal system, which degrades oxidatively

damaged, modified or misfolded proteins.  However,

proteasome activity declines with advancing age.

Therefore, highly oxidizes and cross-linked

agglomerates cannot be degraded by the proteasome

anymore.  Rahn’s active ingredient ILLUMISCIN®

effectively reduces age spots by prevention of melanin

synthesis and lipofuscin formation.

Methods and results
Influence of ILLIMISCIN of
formation of lipofuscin in cultured
keratinocytes
The assessment of the effect of ILLUMISCIN® on

lipofuscin formation was detected and quantified by

measurement of the autofluorescend using a

fluorimeter.  Briefly, human keratinocytes were

cultivated at 37 degrees C for two days.  Cells were

treated with Oleuropein corresponding to 0.0001

percent ILLUMISCIN® or remained untreated.  24

hours after treatment, lipofuscin formation was

induced by exposure to oxidative stress (1mM H2O2).

ILLUMISCIN® effectively prevented the formation of

lipofuscin.  After 2 days of treatment a reduction of

lipofuscin content of 53 percent compared to

untreated cells could be detected.  After 7 days the

lipofuscin concentration was still reduced by 41

percent.  ILLUMISCIN® effectively inhibited the de-

novo formation of ageing pigment.

Influence of ILLUMISCIN® on the
total area of age spots in vivo
The study was performed with 20 test subjects of

Caucasian skin type between the ages of 50 and 70

years.  An aqueous/ethanolic solution of 6 percent

ILLUMISCIN® was used for this study and applied

directly on the spots using an applicator.  Application

took place twice daily for a period of 84 days.  On

Day 0, 14, 28, 56 and 84 of the treatment, high

resolution digital images of the test subjects’ age

spots were taken.  Contour extraction was based on

the computation of the grey level. Total area [pixels 2]

of age spots was calculated using specially

developed software. 

Already after 14 days, significant reduction in the

total area of the age spots of 14.2 percent was

observed.  With use over a period of 3 months, the

age spot area was reduced by 21.2 percent. 

ILLUMISCIN® prevents the formation of age spots

and successfully reduces the size of existing age

spots.  The skin tone is evened out; the skin looks

younger and more attractive. 

The application of ILLUMISCIN® is patent pending.
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Illuminate skin by
eliminating age spots
Margret Ebauer PhD, Manager Development Cosmetic Actives, RAHN AG,
discusses the causes and the treatment of age spots. 

Figure 1: Quantitative evaluation of the prevention of

the formation of lipofuscin by ILLUMISCIN®

Figure 2: Quantitative evaluation of the reduction of age spot area

following treatment with ILLUMISCIN®
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